Presentation Expectations:
1. Everyone in the group is responsible for all parts of the presentation including preparation and oration.
2. Presentation should only include visual elements created by the group. Original visuals only.
3. Presentations should last between 7-10 minutes.
4. Students should not read from ANY notes but rather know and understand the information.

Students will:
- Create a formal outline of presentation. Include
  - Who speak when & their topic.
    - Include specific elements of argument and support
  - Include introduction, body, and conclusion.
- Analyze your assigned picture metaphorically:
  - Symbols correlated to other characters & elements
  - Landscapes representative of locations & character passions and personalities
  - Significance of colors
  - Reaction to watercolor of characters
  - Correlation to rest of novel
  - Analysis of weather depicted and its correlation to elements & character of the novel
- Analyze your assigned picture literally:
  - Elements and figures of the painting and their literal significance.
  - Correlation to rest of novel
  - Significance of colors and weather
- Create a formal works cited page for all references and sources